User’s Manual of BOARD ET-MINI MicroStep Driver
Board ET-MINI MicroStep Driver drives Bipolar Stepping Motor with a Resolution of 2-CH Micro Step and it controls each
channel separately. It is used with Stepping Motor and the Current consumption does not exceed 2A per a Coil (1 Stepping has 2-Coil 4Wire) and Voltage 9V-36V for Motor. There are 6 adjustable levels of Step Size (the Maximum level is 1/32 Step), and it can adjust VR to
restrict the Current of Coil to prevent the Motor from damaged.

1.

2.

SPECIFICATIONS OF BOARD ET-MINI MicroStep Driver
- Power Supply for Board in a part of Input is VIN = 3.3V+5V and uses Module No.DRV8825 to drive Stepping Motor
- Can drive 2 Stepping Motors simultaneously; it controls each Stepping Motor separately but it uses mutual Power Supply
- Operation is controlled by 2-Wire or 3-Wire such as Direction, Step Pulse, and Enable (choose preferable alternatives for controlling)
- Can be connected to either 3.3V or 5V of Signal Control; it depends on MCU and Voltage VIN that is supplied to Board
- 6 Adjustable Levels of Step Size (1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 , 1/32 Step) can be chose and set by Jumper on Board
- Step Pulse supports a maximum of Frequency 250 KHz or Period 4 us (2 us is the minimum period of Step Pulse Low and High)
- Adjust VR to restrict Current that flows through 2-CH Coil of Stepping Motor independently to prevent Motor from damaged.
- Only drive Stepping Motor as Bipolar that uses Voltage DC 9V-36V and Current consumption does not exceed 2A/Coil. Boards of
ETT that can be used with this product such as 17HS4401 (12V, 1.7A/Coil, Frame size: NEMA17) and 14PM-M252-P1ST (24V,
0.5A/Coil).
STRUCTURE AND CONNECTORS OF BOARD ET-Mini MicroStep Driver

Figure shows Structure and Connectors of Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver.
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1. Jmp-ENA1: This Jumper chooses and setup Pin EN1 that controls the operation of Module Driver in CH1. When setting this Jumper to the
side of Ctr, user has to write program to control operation of Pin EN1 by self. If setting Jumper as EN1=1, the operation is set as
Disable Module Driver CH1 (default Pull Up=1); or, if setting Jumper as EN1 = 0, the operation is set as Enable Module Driver
CH1, instead. Or, if setting Jumper to the side of Act, Module Driver CH1 is enabled and it is always active all the time; so, Pin
EN1 is unused when it is writing program.

When setting Jumper ENA1 to the side of Ctr
When setting Jumper ENA2 to the side of Act
2. Jmp-ENA2: This Jumper chooses and setup Pin EN2 that controls the operation of Module Driver in CH2. The method to set Jumper is
the same as setting Jmp-ENA1 above.
3. Jmp-Step Mode-M1: This Jumper setup the Step Size or resolution of Motor when it is rotating for Module Driver in CH1.

When setting Step Size of Module Driver CH1 as Full Step (1)

ตารางการ Set ค่ าความละเอียด Step Size
M0 M1 M2 Resolution(ความละเอียด)
Lo Lo Lo
Full Step=1
Hi Lo Lo
Half Step=1/2
1/4
Lo Hi Lo
Hi Hi Lo
1/8
Lo Lo Hi
1/16
Hi Lo Hi
1/32
Lo Hi Hi
1/32
Hi Hi Hi
1/32

4. Jmp-Step Mode-M2: This Jumper setup the Step Size or resolution of Motor when it is rotating for Module Driver in CH2. For setting the
values, please look at the Table above.

When setting Step Size of Module Driver CH2 as Resolution 1/32.
5. Adj-Current limit M1: This Adjustable VR restricts Current to supply to Stepping Motor that is connected in CH1. When this VR is
adjusted in a clockwise direction (CW), the value of Vref will be decreased; or, when this VR is adjusted in a counter-clockwise
direction (CCW), the value of Vref will be increased. For more information about adjusting and calculating the value of Current,
please look at the Section 4 below.
6. Adj-Current limit M2: This Adjustable VR restricts Current to supply to Stepping Motor that is connected in CH2. When this VR is
adjusted in a clockwise direction (CW), the value of Vref will be decreased; or, when this VR is adjusted in a counter-clockwise
direction (CCW), the value of Vref will be increased. For more information about adjusting and calculating the value of Current,
please look at the Section 4 below.
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7. Terminal-M1: It is a Connector Bipolar Stepping Motor of CH1. The picture below shows the arrangement of this Connector and the
Section 5 below shows the actual connection.
#17HS44701[NEMA17]

B2B1+
A1+
A2-

CH1
การต่ อ Motor สลับเฟสจะมีผลต่ อทิศทางการหมุน
หรืออาจทํา ให้ Motor ไม่ หมุนได้
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A1+
A2-
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12V ,1.7A/Coil

8. Terminal-M2: It is a Connector Bipolar Stepping Motor of CH2. The picture below shows the arrangement of this Connector and the
Section 5 below shows the actual connection.

#14PM-M252-P1ST

B2B1+
A1+
A2-

Or
Bl
Re
Ye

24V ,0.5A/Coil

9. ConBox-Control: This Connector Box 10 Pin receives either 3.3V or 5V Power Supply for Board and it receives Signal Control from
external MCU to control operation of Motor in both CH1 and CH2; both channels separate Pin Control independently. Pin
arrangement is shown below;
ST1 DR2 EN2 NC
2

GND
10

1

9
DR1 EN1 ST2

NC

Vin

NC = Not Connect

DR1= Input Pin receives Signal Logic 0 or 1 to control the rotational direction of Motor CH1. If it is floated, it is Pull Down (0).
Motor will be rotated in any direction by what Logic is; it depends on phase of Motor that is connected to Board Control
(trial by self).
ST1= Input Pin receives Signal Pulse to control speed of rotation of Motor CH1. It supports a maximum of Frequency 250 KHz
and a range of frequency of Signal Pulse must be in a responsive to Motor.
EN1= Input Pin receives Signal Logic 0 or 1 to control the operation of Module Driver in CH1 that is activated by Logic 0. This
Pin is activated when setting Jumper ENA1 to a side of Ctr; but, when setting Jumper to a side of Act, Module Driver CH1
will auto-run, instead.
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DR2= Input Pin receives Signal Logic 0 or 1 to control the rotational direction of Motor CH2. If it is floated, it is Pull Down (0).
Motor will be rotated in any direction by what Logic is; it depends on phase of Motor that is connected to Board Control
(trial by self).
ST2 = Input Pin receives Signal Pulse to control speed of rotation of Motor CH2. It supports a maximum of Frequency 250 KHz
and a range of frequency of Signal Pulse must be in a responsive to Motor.
EN2 = Input Pin receives Signal Logic 0 or 1 to control the operation of Module Driver in CH2 that is activated by Logic 0. This
Pin is activated when setting Jumper ENA2 to a side of Ctr; but, when setting Jumper to a side of Act, Module Driver CH2
will auto-run, instead.
GND = It is Ground of Power Supply for Board.
Vin = This Power Supply for Board will be either 3.3V or 5V, depending on Bus MCU.
10. Con-Control: It is Connector MALE and FEMALE 8-Pin Single Row. Specification and the use of Connector is the same as the
Connector No.9 ConBox-Control above because it is connected in parallel; so, it chooses only one Connector for real connection.
Pin arrangement is shown below;

11. VMOTOR: Connector Terminal 2 Pin supplies 9V-36V Power Supply to both CH1 and CH2 of Stepping Motor (using mutual Power
Supply).
Vmotor 9V-36V,2A

+VM GND

12. GND: This GND position of Board that can be screwed to the box; moreover, it can be used with Meter device to measure and compare
value of GND in order to adjust the Vref value to setup Limit Current for each channel of Module Driver, so it is more convenient
and secure about setting the Vref value. It can use another GND positions on board to setup value, please be careful when using
these GND positions.
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Vref+

Vref+
CH2

CH1
GND

3.

HOW TO CALCULATE AMOUNT OF STEP AND CONTROL SPEED OF ROTATION
Amount of Step is an amount of Signal Pulse that must be sent to Pin ST1 or ST2 of Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver to control
the rotational position of Stepping Motor; for example, it controls cycle of rotation, or it controls angle of rotation. When it sends Signal
Pulse continuously, Motor also rotates all the time; or, when it stops sending Signal Pulse (Pulse=0), Motor also stops rotating instantly.
1 Wave of Signal Pulse that moves Motor 1 Step forward is a Signal Pulse within 1 period that consists of positive and negative.
When it is in a range of the Rising Edge Pin of Pulse, it is a time to trigger Motor to rotate1 Step.

Figure shows 1 wave of Signal Pulse that controls and moves Motor 1 Step forward.
The rotary speed of Stepping Motor can be controlled by frequency of Signal Pulse; if it is controlled by high frequency, Motor also
rotates quickly. When setting the frequency of Signal Pulse, it must be in a responsive range to Motor; if the frequency is higher or lower,
Motor cannot react or rotate. So, it is necessary to carefully read specifications of Motor, especially responsive frequency to Motor; and
finally, it can setup proper frequency of Signal Pulse for controlling the rotation correctly. This is an example of creating Signal Pulse; if user
would like to control the speed of rotary Motor at Frequency Pulse = 1 Khz, it has to create Signal Pulse with period (T) = 1/F = 1/1Khz =
1ms; so, each of the width of Signal Pulse in a range of positive and negative must be 500us and the Motor rotates 1 Step at the Frequency
1KHz.
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The description above shows a relation between Step and Signal Pulse that controls the rotation of Stepping Motor; next, it
describes how to calculate amount of Step that will be sent out to control the rotation of Motor and it stops rotating at the definite position by
using following formula;
Number Step = Position Angle / (Step Angle * Step size)
When
Number Step
Position Angle (deg.)
Step Angle(deg./step)
Step Size

= Amount of Step or amount of Wave of Signal Pulse must be sent to Pin ST1 or ST2
= Setup preferable position of angle for rotating Motor; 1 Cycle = 360 degrees
= Angle of rotating Motor in 1 Step such as 1.8°, 3.75°, 7.5° (according to the specifications of Motor)
= Resolution of Step can be chose and set by Jumper on Board; 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32.

Example: If user would like to set the rotation of Stepping Motor as 180 degrees but Motor can rotate 1.8 degrees per 1 Step only and sets
the Resolution of Step Size on Board as 1/8, it will be
Number Step
= 180/[1.8*(1/8)] = 180/0.225 = 800 Step: It has to send 800 Waves of Signal Pulse and Motor will rotate to an
angle of 180 degrees.

4.

HOW TO RESTRICT CURRENT FOR STEPPING MOTOR
For this Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver, it can be adjusted to restrict the flow of Current that is supplied to Coil of both channels
of Stepping Motor separately; it prevents the Motor from damaged. Please adjust and setup values completely before using the Board. When
it adjusts the value, it uses Adjustable VR on Module of Board and measures level of Vref of VR to compare with GND of the Circuit. The
value of Vref can be calculated by following formula;
Vref (V) = Current limit (A) / 2 ------ > ใช้กบั IC Driver DRV8825
Normally, the value of Vref will be setup at 0.4V and the Current Limit is equal to 800 mA; so, the Current must be restricted at a
maximum of 800 mA per a Coil. When user adjusts the value of Current Limit, it is necessary to know what a maximum of Current of Motor
that can be flowed to a Coil (Rate Current/Wdg). The Current Limit that is adjusted should not be higher than 40% of the maximum Current
that flows through the Coil and Motors can tolerate. Actually, the actual Current that can flow through the Coil is approximately at 70% of
the Current Limit.
For example, if Stepping Motor supports a maximum of Current 1A per a Coil, the Current that actually flows through the Coil is
approximately 700mA (70%). If it requires setting a maximum of Current 1A to flow through the Coil, it has to adjust the Current Limit to
1.4A (1A/0.7); so, it has to adjust the Voltage as Vref = 1.4/2 = 0.7V.
How to adjust Current Limit for Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver (Separately adjust Current Limit of each channel)
1) Calculate value of Vref, please use the formula as mentioned above.
2) Connect 3.3V or 5V Power Supply to Connector VIN and GND; the level of voltage should be the same as the voltage of MCU that is
connected to control Board.
3) Connect 9V-36V Power Supply at Terminal VMotor Connector +VM and GND to supply to Stepping Motor (it should be actual Voltage
that is supplied to Motor).
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Vref+

GND

Volte-Meter

ไฟเลียง Motor

ไฟเลียงบอร์ ด

Decrease Vref (CW)

4) Do not connect any Stepping Motor and ignore Jumpers on board; please look at the figure below to see the connection and positions for
adjusting and measuring the value of Vref.

5) Meter device measures the value of Vref+ at the metal body of VR and then compare the measured value with GND (Please look at the
figure above) to see what the present Voltage Vref is.
6) Slightly adjust VR by screwdriver; this VR is the same position for measuring Vref+. If VR is adjusted in a clockwise direction (CW),
the value of Vref will be decreased; but, if VR is adjusted in a counter-clockwise direction (CCW), the value of Vref will be increased,
instead.
7) Repeatedly measure the value of Vref in the same position as mentioned in the step 5 above and then check if a new measured value is
proximal or equivalent to the previous one. If no, please repeatedly adjust VR until it gets the right value and it finishes a step of setting
Current Limit. (It should not adjust VR and measure the value at the same time because there is a high risk of a short circuit, especially
the meter devices may touch pin of devices on Module).
8) After setup the Current Limit completely, please remove Power Supply of both Board and Motor first; next, connect Cable Control, set
Jumper, and connect Stepping Motor to any preferable channel of Board; it will prevent the Board from damaged.
Caution: Before supplying Power Supply to Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver, please checks if the heat sink of both channels of Module
Driver is not touched any other devices around itself such as R or C.
It should adjust VR and measure voltage alternately. If user does both tasks at the same time, there is a high risk of a faulty IC
Driver because the screwdriver may touch pin of devices around itself, especially position of adjusting VR and measuring the voltage of
anode pole is the same.
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5.

HOW TO CONNECT AND USE BOARD ET-Mini MicroStep Driver
1) Adjust the Current Limit for Stepper Motor as mentioned in section 4 above; it normally setup the value at Vref = 0.4V that the Current
for driving does not exceed 800 mA per 1 Coil. Generally, a maximum of Current for Stepping Motor is not 1A at 5 Ohm Resistor; so, it
is unnecessary to setup any new value. Please look at Data Sheet of Stepping Motor; if the value is similar, it can be used as initial value
to start running.
2) Set Jumper M0, M1, and M2 on Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver to choose the preferable Resolution of Step Size for the connected
channel. For more information about setting Step Size, please read the section 2 above.
3) Set Jumper ENA1 (for CH1) and ENA2 (for CH2) on Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver to control the operation of IC Driver. If setting
Jumper to a side of Act, this IC Driver is ready to run all the time; and it only requires 2 Cables to control the operation that are DR
(Direction) and ST (Step) per a channel. Or, if setting Jumper to a side of Ctr, this IC Driver does not run; it requires using 3 Cables to
control the operation that are DR (Direction), ST (Step) and EN (Enable=Active ‘0’).
4) Download the Program Control that is written by user into Board MCU completely and then start testing.
How to write Program Control
. ) Setup Pin EN (EN1 or EN2) in the preferable channel to be 0 to activate IC Driver (in case of setting Jumper ENA to a side of Ctr);
or, if setting Jumper to a side of Act, ignore this Pin EN and not setup any value in this 2.1, user can go to the next step).
. ) Setup Pin DR (DR1 or DR2) in the preferable channel to be 0 or 1 to set rotational direction of Motor as required. Normally, if it is
not connected (floated), this Pin will be Pull Down as 0. This Logic 0 or Logic 1 is used to setup Motor to rotate in any direction; it
depends on Cable of Stepping Motor that is connected to Board. It has to connect to the correct phase, please look at the circuit
below. If setting DR=1, Motor will rotate in a clockwise direction (CW); or, if setting DR=0, Motor will rotate in a counter-clockwise
direction (CCW), instead. If it alternates phase, it connects alternate phase, Motor will not rotate, or it may rotate in the opposite
direction.
2.3) Send Signal Pulse to Pin ST (ST1 o ST2) in the preferable channel, it controls the Motor to rotate in the preferable position and
direction. The Frequency of Signal Pulse must be in a responsive range to Motor, otherwise Motor cannot rotate. Pin ST can support a
maximum of Frequency 250 MHz of Signal Pulse (Program for creating Signal Pulse can be written in a format of flashing light).
5) Connect Board MCU and Bipolar Stepping Motor to Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver to control operation, please look at the figure
below. Signal Control from MCU can be connected to either Connector BLOCK 10PIN or Connector 8-PIN Single-Row
MALE/FEMALE as preferred. Referred to the figure below, it connects the Stepping Motor to CH1. If user requires connecting Stepping
Motor to CH2, the method is still the same as CH1; it only chooses Pin Control, Connector Motor and set Jumper that belong to CH2. For
Power Supply of Board and Motor, it connects to the same position of CH1.
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Level of Signal Control can be either 3.3V or 5V; it has to accord with Level of Signal VIN that is supplied to Board Driver. There
are 2 types of Cable that is used to control operation; it can use either 2-Wire Cable (using Pin DR and ST) or 3-Wire Cable (using Pin DR,
ST, and EN) per a channel; it depends on setting Jumper ENA1 or ENA2 as mentioned above.
6) Connect 3.3V or 5V Power Supply to Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver at either Pin VIN or G of (normally, Power Supply in this part
can be pulled from Board MCU).
7) Supply 9V-36V Power Supply to Stepping Motor at Connector Terminal VM+ and GND of Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver (The
voltage must be accorded with the voltage of Stepping Motor).
8) After connected the circuit and supplied Power Supply to all parts completely, the Stepping Motor will rotates in an identified direction
according to the setting Program Control. If there is any mistake, it may be rotational direction of Motor because user may connect
opposite phase of Stepping Motor to Board.
CAUTION: Not connect or remove any Stepping Motor while supplying Power Supply to any position of Board ET-Mini MicroStep Driver
because the Module Driver may be damaged.

############################## END ##################################
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